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Wooden
Slat Panels.

The OLG AcoustiQ wooden slat panels 
combine aesthetics with functionality, 
offering effective acoustic treatment for 
any space. Constructed with a durable 
9mm thick polyester fibre panel base and 
topped with 12mm thick MDF board slats, 
these panels are designed for both visual 
appeal and sound management. The slats, 
measuring 27mm in width with a 13mm 
gap between each, help to enhance the 
acoustics by reducing ambient noise levels.

Ideal for adding a modern touch to interiors, 
the AcoustiQ panels are versatile, available in 
various colours, and can be easily mounted 
on both walls and ceilings to improve the 
look and sound of any room.

A modern, stylish, eco-friendly 
acoustic solution sourced 
from certified, sustainable 
products.
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Our AcoustiQ wooden slat panels offer Class 
A sound absoption through a combination of 
specialised materials and intelligent design.

Whether you have a noisy office full of echoes, 
reverberations or the ambient hum of distant 
convesations, AcoustiQ wooden slat panels work 
hard to intercept and diffuse unwanted sound 
waves throught your working environment.

Sound Absorption.

Incident Sound

Reflected Sound

Transmitted Sound

Sound entering material causes 
it to vibrate and heat up.

Heat radiates away.

We offer three woodgrain variations to complement any workplace decor.

Three Woodgrain Options.

White Oak White Mid Oak Ebony
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The standard size of each panel is 
2730mm x 600mm x 21mm.

The base of the product consists of a 
9mm thick polyester fibre panel and 
the wooden slats are manufactured 
from 12mm thick MDF board.

The slats themselves are 27mm wide 
with an approximate gap of 13mm 
between each slat.
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Specifi cations
Pattern 27mm, Edge to edge 

13mm

Material MDF + Polyester Fiber

Finish Veneer

Standard Size 2730mm x 600mm x 
21mm

Wooden Slat Thickness 12mm
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